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Important terms
- Protected health information (PHI)
- Individual
- Personal representative
Protected health information (PHI)

Information or records in any form (paper, electronic, spoken) that identifies an individual and relates to any of the following:

- Physical or mental health status or condition
- Provision of health care
- Payment for provision of health care

Individual

- A person who is the subject of PHI (also known as the patient or client)
Personal representative

- A person who is legally authorized to make health care decisions for another person
- Examples (not an exhaustive list):
  - Parent of minor child (with some exceptions)
  - Legal guardian
  - Executor or next of kin of deceased person

When can you release information?

- With authorization (45 CFR 164.508)
- Without authorization
  - Treatment, payment, health care operations (45 CFR 164.506)
  - Friends/family involved with care; emergency circumstances; directories (45 CFR 164.510)
  - Disclosures required by law and certain other purposes specifically allowed by privacy rule (45 CFR 164.512)
- When individual exercises the right of access (45 CFR 164.524)
Authorization

- Must be in writing
- Form must include specific elements
- 45 CFR 164.508
Authorization: Required content

- Description of PHI to be used or disclosed
- Name/specific identification of person/class of persons requesting use or disclosure
- Name/specific identification of person/class of persons to whom use or disclosure may be made
- Description of each purpose of the requested use or disclosure
- Expiration date or event
- Signature and date

- Required statements:
  - Individual may revoke authorization in writing; info about how to do that
  - Whether treatment, payment, enrollment or eligibility for benefits may be conditioned on the authorization
  - Potential for information to be subject to redisclosure by recipient and no longer subjected to HIPAA

Who signs?

- General rule: the “individual”
  - The person who is the subject of the protected health information
  - In other words, the patient or client
- Exception: If individual can’t make their own health care decisions, a “personal representative”
  - A person who is authorized by law to make health care decisions for an individual
  - Includes parents of minor children UNLESS minor’s confidentiality applies
- If personal representative signs, form must include a description of the personal representative’s authority to act for the individual (e.g., parent, legal guardian, etc.)
Minor is treated as “individual” if:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Minor consents to health care service and no other consent is required by law</td>
<td>Ex: Minor’s consent law (G.S. 90-21.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minor may lawfully obtain care without parental consent and the minor, a court, or another person gives the consent</td>
<td>Ex: NC law allows certain adults other than parents to consent to minor’s abortion, or court may waive parental consent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minor’s parent agrees to confidentiality between minor and HCP for a health care service</td>
<td>Ex: Pediatrician may ask a parent for permission to examine and/or consult with an adolescent privately</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Right of access

- An individual has a right to inspect and obtain a copy of the individual's PHI that is in a designated record set, which includes:
  - Medical records
  - Financial records
  - Other records used to make decisions about the individual
- Includes (but not limited to) patient notes, medications, lab results, x-rays, procedure and discharge notes, billing and payment records, information that originated with other providers
- Right may be exercised by a personal representative, consistent with the scope of personal representation
Exceptions to the right of access

- *Psychotherapy notes* – personal notes of a mental health care provider that document or analyze counseling session and are maintained separately from medical record
- Information compiled in anticipation of litigation or administrative proceedings
  - But underlying information still accessible

When can right of access be denied?

**Unreviewable grounds**
- PHI requested is under one of the exceptions
- PHI associated with research, if individual has agreed in advance to temporary denial as part of research consent
- PHI was obtained from someone other than a health care provider under promise of confidentiality
- Inmate of a correctional institution can be denied a copy (but not access) in some circumstances

**Reviewable grounds**
- Licensed HCP determines access requested is likely to endanger life or physical safety of individual or other person
- PHI makes reference to another person and licensed HCP determines access is likely to cause substantial harm to that person
- Access request is made by personal representative and licensed HCP determines provision of access is likely to cause harm to individual or another person
What happens if access is denied?

- Make other PHI accessible after excluding denied PHI
- Provide written denial within 30 days containing:
  - Basis for denial
  - Description of CE’s complaint procedures, including name, title and phone number of person to call
  - Statement of review rights, if applicable
- What are review rights?
  - Unreviewable ground → no review rights
  - Reviewable ground → Individual has right to have denial reviewed by licensed HCP who is designated by CE to act as a reviewing official and who did not participate in original decision to deny

FAQs about scope of the right

- What if we don’t have the PHI requested?
- What if we have it, but it’s in storage?
- What if the records requested include records or information received from another provider?
- Can you deny access rights to someone with an unpaid balance?
Individual requests for access

- A CE may require requests for access to be in writing (electronic format counts as written)
- The CE must verify the person’s identity
  - Consider alternate methods to accommodate different ways access requested
- However, procedures must not create a barrier to access or cause unreasonable delays

Form and format

- PHI must be provided in the form the individual specifies, if the CE is capable of producing that form
  - If CE maintains the information electronically, at least one type of electronic format
- Individual has right to specify mode of transmission
  - This includes right to have it sent to an unsecured email account, but before doing this CE should give “light warning” about security risks (per HHS advice)
Summary in lieu of records

- CE may provide a summary or an explanation in lieu of records if:
  - The individual agrees in advance to a summary or explanation
  - The individual agrees in advance to any fees that are imposed for creating a summary or explanation

Timeliness

- No later than 30 calendar days after request
- HHS expectation is it will be “much sooner” if possible

- Possibility of one 30-day extension, but only if the CE is unable to provide access or a written denial within 30 calendar days
Fees for copies

**HIPAA**

Allows cost-based fees:
- For labor required to make copies or to create a summary or explanation (but not labor required for search and retrieval of records)
- For supplies and postage, if applicable

*Individuals must be informed of fees in advance.*

**NC GS 90-411**

Allows fees for copies of medical records *but*:
- Applies only to liability claims for personal injury and claims for social security disability
- If applicable:
  - Pay attention to maximum fees it establishes
  - Disregard the part that says you can charge for record searches; HIPAA preempts that provision

Required administrative documentation

CE must document:
- The designated record sets that are subject to individual access
- The title of the person or office responsible for receiving and processing requests for access by individuals.
RIGHT OF ACCESS: DIRECTING PHI TO A THIRD PARTY

45 CFR 164.524(c)(3)(ii)

“If the individual’s request for access directs the covered entity to transmit the copy of protected health information directly to another person designated by the individual, the covered entity must provide the copy to the person designated by the individual. The individual’s request must be in writing, signed by the individual, and clearly identify the designated person and where to send the copy of protected health information.”
What does that mean?

- Individual who wants to direct PHI to a third party can use the right of access to do so, rather than an authorization.

- The CE must follow the requirements in the right of access rule regarding:
  - Timeliness (30 days)
  - Form and format (paper, electronic)
  - Fee limitations

Form

- Can require it to be in writing, but must:
  - Notify in advance that request must be in writing
  - Accept electronic submission of written forms
  - Have procedures that don’t create a barrier to access or cause unreasonable delays

- What about using an authorization form?
  - ???? Authorization form requires some elements that right of access does not. Could that be barrier?
  - Some NC entities still using authorization for this; others have created new form that includes only what’s required by right of access.
Contents of access form

- Identify the PHI requested
- Clearly identify to whom PHI is to be sent
  - Could be to self or to a third party
- Clearly identify where it is to be sent, in what form (paper, electronic, etc.), and by what method (mail, email, fax, patient pick-up)
  - Not required but good idea: Include statement with caution about requests to send by email on the form
- Signature

Who signs?

- General rule: the “individual”
  - The person who is the subject of the protected health information
  - In other words, the patient or client
- Exception: If individual can’t make their own health care decisions, a “personal representative”
  - A person who is authorized by law to make health care decisions for an individual
  - Includes parents of minor children UNLESS minor’s confidentiality applies
- If personal representative signs, form must include a description of the personal representative’s authority to act for the individual (e.g., parent, legal guardian, etc.)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HIPAA Authorization</th>
<th>Right of Access</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Permits, but does not require, a covered entity to disclose PHI</td>
<td>Requires a covered entity to disclose PHI, except where an exception applies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Requires a number of elements and statements, which include a description of who is authorized to make the disclosure and receive the PHI, a specific and meaningful description of the PHI, a description of the purpose of the disclosure, an expiration date or event, signature of the individual authorizing the use or disclosure of her own PHI and the date, information concerning the individual’s right to revoke the authorization, and information about the ability or inability to condition treatment, payment, enrollment or eligibility for benefits on the authorization.</td>
<td>Must be in writing, signed by the individual, and clearly identify the designated person and where to send the PHI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No timeliness requirement for disclosing the PHI. Reasonable safeguards apply (e.g., PHI must be sent securely).</td>
<td>Covered entity must act on request no later than 30 days after the request is received</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reasonable safeguards apply (e.g., PHI must be sent securely)</td>
<td>Reasonable safeguards apply, including a requirement to send securely, however, individual can request transmission by unsecure medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No limitations on fees that may be charged to the person requesting the PHI, however, if the disclosure constitutes a sale of PHI, the authorization must disclose the fact of remuneration.</td>
<td>Fees limited as provided in 45 CFR 164.524(a)(4)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>